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Roaming in the South: Devin Lunsford’s Photographs
from the Roadside
Peter Han-Chih Wang, Lecturer, Department of Art, Butler University
Born in Boise, Idaho, and raised outside of St. Louis, Missouri, Devin Lunsford (b. 1987) is a
photographer who—as of 2020—is based in Birmingham, Alabama. His photographic series,
All the Place You’ve Got, documents the changing landscape along Corridor X (since 2012
also known as Interstate Highway 22), that connects Birmingham to Memphis through a
once remote part of northwestern Alabama.1 Roaming through this area of Alabama and
taking photographs from the roadside, his work communicates the importance of place,
memory, and community in the American South. Whether verdant, uninhabited spaces or
the roadside signs, parking lots, and stray smokestacks that imply the presence of
industrialization and human intervention, the landscape of Lunsford’s photographs
suggests an aura of melancholy, loneliness, and emptiness. They participate in the
visualization of the Southern Gothic.2
It is important to situate Lunsford’s work within the long tradition of photographing the
American South, and specifically those who did so from the roadside. Although Lunsford
hesitates to identify himself as Southerner in the traditional sense, he lives in the South,
makes work in the South, and admires many Southern artists, such as William Eggleston
and Sally Mann.3 Lunsford was directly influenced by a number of Southern photographers
through his experiences curating the exhibition Inherited Scars: A Meditation on the
Southern Gothic, in 2015 at the Birmingham Museum of Art while taking a graduate-level
class, Photography in the South.4 This experience made its mark on Lunsford’s series All the
Place You’ve Got. This essay considers Lunsford’s portfolio as a photographic road trip and
places his works into dialogue with those of Lee Friedlander (b. 1934), Stephen Shore (b.
1947), Walker Evans (1903–1975), and William Christenberry (1936–2016). Through this
comparison, we gain a glimpse of the South as both a literal and metaphorical space, and
consider its iconographic, aesthetic, and cultural significance within the history of American
road photography.
All the Place You’ve Got comprises thirty-six photographs, all untitled but identified with a
location and year.5 In interviews, Lunsford describes how the project began during a period
when he was seeking emotional and physical solitude. He would take long drives and
photograph along the way as a form of release. The isolation of the towns and their
relationship with nature became a perfect match for his personal emotional state. Each
photograph began as a one-day road trip. Lunsford would start on Corridor X, drive to a
new exit, and then roam through nearby towns.6 At the end of the day, Lunsford would get
back on Corridor X and head home. He did not use GPS during these trips until he was
going home. Instead, he would rely on what he saw and felt in order to make decisions about
a turn.7
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Based on the chorological order of images,
Birmingham, AL, 2015 (fig. 1) is the first photograph
taken during this project. Lunsford constructs his
image with multiple layers of pictorial space. A
storefront window clearly reflects the utility pole and
wires, which stretch across the upper register of the
image, in front of a painterly sky at dusk and the
darkened silhouettes of trees. Inside the store, the
screens from stacks of televisions and a space along the
wall at left reflect a view of the street beyond. The sky
perfectly fits within the composition, as if it were a
Surrealist photocollage. Soon, however, the viewer
realizes that it is a reflected image—with the televisions
in front of the photographer and the landscape behind.
Many of Lunsford’s photographs are reminiscent of the
work of his predecessors, in this case, those of
Friedlander and Shore.8 Since the late 1960s,
Fig. 1. Devin Lunsford, Birmingham, AL,
Friedlander and Shore have consistently documented
2015. Photograph © Devin Lunsford
America through cross-country road trips. Friedlander
is known for his idiosyncratic approach to organizing the pictorial space through the
reflections of mirrors and windows. For example, in Mount Rushmore, South Dakota, from
1969, Friedlander captured two tourists with binoculars looking at something. The
reflection of a large window behind them reveal their view: the faces of four presidents
carved on Mount Rushmore. In turning away from the vista—Mount Rushmore—and
instead strategically framing the monument in the reflection, Friedlander demonstrates his
sophisticated sense of composition and his consideration of the relationship between a
spectacle and its audience.

Fig. 2. Stephen Shore, West Third Street, Parkersburg, West
Virginia, May 16, 1974. Chromogenic color print, 8 x 10 ½ in.
© Stephen Shore, Courtesy 303 Gallery, New York

In a similar way, Shore’s West Third Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia, May 16, 1974 (fig.
2), demonstrates an interest in reflections and quotidian subject matter.9 Shore roamed
small towns photographing main streets, storefronts, and shop windows in color. Along
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with other Southern pioneers in color
photography, such as Christenberry, Shore’s
choice to shoot in color was radical, as color
photography was not considered a legitimate
form for fine art photography at the time. In
comparison with Lunsford’s storefront image,
Shore’s picture is bright and clear, shot during
the day. Shore was obviously attracted to the
display of lightbulbs, especially the
juxtaposition between the clear, opaque, and
colored ones, as well as the reflection appearing
at the left of the image coincidentally
Fig. 3. Lee Friedlander, Lone Star Café, Texas, 1965.
Gelatin silver print © Lee Friedlander; Courtesy
positioned on the sidewalk. Using an offset
Fraenkel Gallery, San Francisco and Luhring
composition, Shore created a dynamic image
Augustine, New York
and avoided the reflection of himself. Lunsford
also omitted his own reflection by not frontally photographing the shop window. Finally,
Shore used a large-format 8 x 10 view camera, whereas Lunsford used a handheld Fujifilm
X100T camera. Since Lunsford’s camera has a wide-angle 23mm fixed lens, he had to
approach his subject very closely. He even recorded the dust and other marks on the shop
window, which read as vertical texture over the sky.10
In contrast to an avoidance of the photographer’s reflection, Friedlander often intentionally
includes reflections or shadows of himself in his photographs to suggest the presence of the
artist. In New Orleans, 1968, Friedlander photographed a shop window frontally in order to
document himself and the urban landscape behind him, along with a bystander. Likewise,
for Lone Star Café, Texas, 1965 (fig. 3), Friedlander consciously captured his shadow in the
foreground of the picture. Although including the artist’s reflection or shadow may be
considered a rookie mistake for conventional documentary and fine-art photography, this
became a hallmark of Friedlander’s style and visual language.
In All the Place You’ve Got, Lunsford also incorporates
this pictorial mechanism at times. For example, in
Sayre, AL, 2016 (fig. 4), he recorded his shadow cast
across the warm light on roadside trees. The tree line
recedes to the right of the image, following the curve
of the road. The light from the sunset—which radiates
from behind the photographer—coincidentally focuses
only on part of the trees, providing a juxtaposition
between the illuminated red foliage and the natural
dark green tone of the trees. Lunsford is silhouetted
against this roadside scene, rendering the artist
present within an ordinary bucolic yet lonely Southern
landscape.
As one travels on the road frequently, the gas station
and the farm stand become stops of necessity;
therefore, they are an inevitable theme in road
photography. Lunsford’s work is reminiscent of
photographs of the roadside services and places
documented by his predecessor, Evans, but in color.

Fig. 4. Devin Lunsford, Sayre, AL, 2016.
Photograph © Devin Lunsford
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In the 1930s, Evans traveled extensively in the South, picturing rural America for the
Resettlement Administration (RA-FSA; later known as Farm Security Administration). For
his RA-FSA assignment, Evans was tasked with documenting the faces of America,
including the local businesses and people. Evans created meticulous compositions that
record automobile culture, the roadside landscape, and the signage and storefronts of small
towns.11 These themes are seen in Country Store and Gas Station, Alabama, 1936 (fig. 5)
and Roadside Stand near Birmingham, 1936 (fig. 6). Evans photographed these images
with a large-format 8 x 10 camera to ensure better image quality for reproduction.12 For
Country Store and Gas Station, Alabama, Evans cropped the lower foreground of the
photograph when reproduced but provided significant distance between the store and
himself in the original negative. The distance not only suggests that the station is located on
open ground, presumably on the roadside in a rural area, but also creates a sense of
detachment. Upon closer examination, the store has false doors with advertisements.13 In
addition, two African Americans appear on the porch, suggesting this store might be one of
the African American–friendly roadside facilities and services in the region. For Roadside
Stand near Birmingham, Evans interacted with two boys at the farm stand as he set the
camera on a tripod, allowing them to pose holding watermelons while a young girl, partially
obscured by shadow, poses inside the building. Signage was one of Evans’s primary
photographic interests, and this interest is manifest in these two images.14 Both
photographs were included in his monumental book American Photographs, which
accompanied an exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art in 1938.15

Figs. 5, 6. Walker Evans, left: Country Store and Gas Station, Alabama, 1936, gelatin silver
print, 7 7/16 x 9 3/8 in; right: Roadside Stand near Birmingham, 1936, gelatin silver print, 7
1/4 x 7 1/2 in. Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, New York © Walker Evans Archive, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art

Lunsford’s Mulga, AL, 2017 (fig. 7) echoes Evans’s Country Store and Gas Station,
Alabama. The sign clearly reads “We now have gasoline,” suggesting that gasoline was once
not available at the station. The gas pumps are antiquated and cannot take credit cards. In
an interview, Lunsford stated that he was drawn in by the juxtaposition between the
contemporary advertising, the antique gas pumps, and the handmade sign, which indicated
that the owner was desperate for business.16 Similar to the formalism epitomized by Evans,
Lunsford carefully positioned the light blue sign in between the green trees and red framed
mart in the background. Through multiple layers of pictorial space, the viewer connects the
green trees in the background and the verdant plant growing next to one of the pumps in the
foreground. Furthermore, the geometric form of the manmade landscape—the building, the
Panorama • Association of Historians of American Art • Vol. 6, No. 1 • Spring 2020
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sign, the gas pump, and the lamppost—are juxtaposed with the organic form of the natural
landscape. Lunsford’s view is unpopulated, quiet, and desolate, which intensifies the
loneliness of the place. This is different from Evans’s documentation of places with people,
as seen in the previous two photographs, which suggest the presence of a local community
even in the depths of the Great Depression.

Figs. 7, 8. Devin Lunsford, left: Mulga, AL, 2017; right: West Jefferson, AL, 2017.
Photographs © Devin Lunsford

In All the Place You’ve Got, the conversation between the built environment and the natural
world is a consistent refrain. This seems to be a nod to the fundamental aesthetic interests
of New Topographics, a 1975 photographic exhibition and movement that emphasized the
transformation of the American landscape, its topography, and its iconography. This
movement reflected on the depiction of the West, particularly the change of the postwar
human-altered landscape of urban sprawl and suburbanization from classic nineteenthcentury images of Westward Expansion.17 Some of New Topographics images document the
ways in which the automobile and highway culture significantly changed American life and
landscape. While conventional landscape photography formerly focused on idealized nature,
signs of human intervention dominated the images of the New Topographics.18
The theme of the American landscape, especially the West, was depicted in the nineteenth
century with epic qualities, sentimentality, and romanticism.19 On the other hand,
Lunsford’s photographic representations of the South tend to evoke a different atmosphere.
He often captures the ways in which the built environment either advances or retreats in
relation to nature. Some landscapes in the series, such as West Jefferson, AL, 2017 (fig. 8),
take this to the extreme and seem to verge on the postapocalyptic. Lunsford recorded a
nocturnal view of Plant Miller, a coal-fired electrical generation facility located in West
Jefferson, Alabama. The vapor emitted from the cooling towers creates a painterly,
atmospheric effect against the dark sky. This industrial landscape embodies a visually
appealing but environmentally unsettling idea of the sublime. In 2017, Plant Miller was
cited by the Weather Channel and the Environmental Protection Agency as the largest
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emitter of greenhouse gasses in the United States.20 Lunsford’s image is beautiful, yet it also
delivers an ecocritical message regarding the Southern landscape.
Lunsford’s Cordova, AL, 2016 (fig. 9) is another noteworthy nocturnal scene in the series.
The photograph was taken from the roadside and shows a cross half lit in an open field.
Upon closer examination, one notices the string lights extended at far left.21 Lunsford does
not approach the half-lit cross but positions it in the center of the image looming over the
horizon line. The cross is in silhouette, along with the trees on the right. The dim orange
light at the cross’s right edge is set against the dark blue sky and the pitch-black foreground.
On one hand, the South is filled with religious iconography that Lunsford finds fascinating
both visually and thematically, especially in relation to the Southern Gothic. As he states in
an interview, for him the half-lit cross was symbolic of the deeply flawed characters,
commonly depicted in Southern Gothic literature, whose actions do not meet up with what
they claim to believe in.22 On the other hand, the distant cross may evoke the unsettling
visual culture of the burning cross, especially in the South. Lunsford’s lyrical photograph of
this eerie scene reflects upon the loaded histories related to Southern heritage.

Figs. 9, 10. Devin Lunsford, left: Cordova, AL, 2016; right: Sumiton, AL, 2018.
Photographs © Devin Lunsford

Another common yet unsettling theme in the rural South is the practice of shooting at road
signs, as documented by Lunsford in Sumiton, AL, 2018 (fig. 10). A road sign says, “Enter
Jefferson County.” Presumably meant to welcome the visitors near the outskirts of the
county border, the sign is riddled bullet holes, suggesting the aftermath of the shooting and
an unruly, unwelcoming community. The image references the theme of violence in the
Southern Gothic as well as the realities of violence in Jefferson County, which has one of the
highest occurrences of violent crimes in Alabama.23 There are various reasons for people to
shoot a road sign, whether it is for target practice or as a political statement, or even out of
boredom. The person may be intoxicated or not, and the action could be planned or entirely
random, since Alabamians are permitted to drive with concealed firearms in their vehicles.24
The violence enacted upon this road sign may not be an isolated incident. For example, the
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Emmett Till Memorial Sign, which marks the place
where the body of Till—who had effectively been
lynched—was pulled from the Tallahatchie River,
near Glendora, Mississippi, has intentionally been
repeatedly shot.25 Despite the different contexts for
these two cases, in both, shooting marks territory or
leaves proof of one’s presence.
Many of Lunsford’s photographs were taken
serendipitously while aimlessly driving through rural
Alabama. In Nauvoo, AL, 2018 (fig. 11), he
encountered a site of shoe-tossing, the vernacular
practice of tossing shoes with tied laces over
powerlines or tree limbs.26 The tree, which appears
prominently in the image, grows across the street
from a graveyard. Because of this fact, Lunsford
interpreted the tree as a memorial of some kind.27 The
haunting quality of the shoes hanging from their laces
is striking, especially as they also evoke the 340
documented lynchings of African Americans that
occurred in Alabama between 1877 and 1943.28

Fig. 11. Devin Lunsford, Nauvoo, AL, 2018.
Photograph © Devin Lunsford

As demonstrated, Lunsford’s images are deeply embedded in
the histories of Southern photography. In fact, the project
initially originated during a pilgrimage to revisit the Sprott
post office in Alabama that Walker Evans photographed in
1936, reproduced in Let Us Now Famous Men (fig. 12), and
Christenberry’s Red Building in Forest, Hale County, Alabama
(fig. 13). Christenberry, who often shot in color and is known
for his depiction of Southern roadside architecture and place—
especially Hale County, Alabama—once stated: “I am attracted
to things that are decaying, that are rapidly vanishing from the
landscape in the South. I cannot say I am obsessively attracted
to them. I find them
ugly.”29 Lunsford’s work
embodies similar
Fig. 12. Walker Evans, Crossroads notions, especially in the
Store, Post Office, Sprott,
production of a
Alabama, 1935–36. Negative, 8 x
concentrated body of
10 in. Farm Security
Administration/Office of War
work focusing on a
Information Photograph
singular location over
Collection, Library of Congress
time. Indeed, Corridor X
may be to Lunsford what Hale County was to
Christenberry. Both Christenberry and Lunsford
sought to capture the vanishing South in melancholic
photographs. While Lunsford is a great admirer of
Fig. 13. William Christenberry, Red Building
Christenberry’s work, he describes himself as, first and in Forest, Hale County, Alabama, 1994.
Chromogenic print, 17 1/2 x 22 in. Collection
foremost, an outsider to the South, despite the fact
of the J. Paul Getty Museum, Gift of Nancy
that he has now lived in the South for half of his life.
and Bruce Berman © Estate of William
Christenberry
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Lunsford moved to the South from the Midwest along with his family when he was twelve
years old. This gives him a different perspective on the region. In Alabama, Lunsford
therefore exists as both an insider and an outsider, with a sense of alienation that drives him
to see his surroundings with fresh eyes.30 For many of us, America is hard to see, borrowing
Robert Frost’s poem,
America is hard to see.
Less partial witnesses than he
In book on book have testified
They could not see it from outside—
Or inside either for that matter.
We know the literary chatter.31
Perhaps, similarly, the South is hard to see. Many scenes and things in Lunsford’s
photographs are signifiers of a region in decline: out-of-date TV sets, roadside gas stations,
backroads, signs, abandoned places, crosses, and bullet holes, among others. Meanwhile,
they evoke and perpetuate the romantic myth of the rural South.32
Lunsford acknowledges his connections to previous American photographers who
documented the South, explaining that it is hard to be a fine art photographer in Alabama
without obliquely referencing Evans and Christenberry. While Evans’s images of the South
are empathetic, yet still shot with an outsider’s gaze, Christenberry had a sensitivity and
respect for the rural South while also being aware of its complexities. Through All the Places
You’ve Got, Lunsford tries to capture the same empathetic yet unflinching view of places
similar to those documented by his predecessors, but with his own intentions.
Lunsford’s photographs visually resonate some quintessential qualities in contemporary
Southern Gothic literature, particularly in the work of Cormac McCarthy, “an imagination
haunted by a frightening vision of destruction and waste” that seems “simultaneously preand post-human.”33 At the same time, the intersection of the camera, car, and road has
significantly defined the history of American photography since the early twentieth century,
including in the American South. This enduring marriage between photography and
automobile travel is evidenced by the photographs of Evans, Friedlander, Christenberry,
and Shore, and carried on in Devin Lunsford’s portfolio All the Place You’ve Got. Through
the genre of road photography, the camera granted these artists permission to enter remote
places in the American South while exploring their own relationship to the place.34 Lunsford
becomes one of the latest in a lineage of photographers who, as artists who themselves are
in motion, are particularly good at documenting the communities in flux, even in a remote
corner of Alabama. This particular genre, or mixture of genres—of road and Southern
photography—remains vital, with its own artistic merits that illustrates the art of the
American South.
Notes
I originally presented this essay as a paper at the Southeastern Art Association Conference in Birmingham
in October 2018. I wish to thank Devin Lunsford for the willingness to share his thought process,
photographs, and image permission with me. My thanks are also extended to Naomi Slipp for organizing
the session and this issue, as well as providing thoughtful comments on earlier drafts. I also appreciate the
assistance of Diana Greenwald with this revision.
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